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Normal Mode Walkthrough
(Updated 8.17.18 as of Version 0.55)

The major difference between normal and easy mode is normal mode requires 5 uses
of each skill before you can level up, rather than 2. This will lead you to doing more
with side characters throughout the course of the main goals, rather than being able
to develop skills and finish the main path quickly.

Made with a ton of info from previous guides by wildride, Logana, and mocha.

GOAL: RAISE YOUR BADNESS LEVEL TO 10

Perform any 9 of the following 11 sins:

Return home and choose Learn from your portrait menu to earn the skill “Lying”

GOAL: USE YOUR NEW ABILITIES; RAISE YOUR BADNESS LEVEL TO 20, AND EARN A
NEW SKILL

You will need to successfully lie 5 time to increase your score to 20:

SPOILER

1. Coxes Home, Outside- Kick Buffi the dog
2. Park, Entrance- Kick Ball
3. Library- Search area, then tear page from Sherlock Holmes book
4. University, Entrance- Install porn image on phone
5. University, Sports Ground- Peep in changing room
6. Abandoned House, Outside- Throw stone
7. Church- Wash hands in holy water
8. Graveyard- Pee on graves
9. Mid-South Crossroad- Throw out page from inventory
10. Mid-South Crossroad- Kick the litter bin
11. Supermarket, Outside- Draw a dick on the wall

SPOILER

1. Alberstone Home, Inside (8:00-9:59AM)- Talk to Ann and Rose, then Lie to
Rose: It’s too muddy for jogging. Increases your sin level and increases Rose’s sin
level to 10.
2. Coxes Home, Inside- Talk to Chloe and Lie: Creig threw stones at Buffi.
Increases your sin level and increases Chloe’s sin level to 10.
3. Bar- Talk to Katie Jewel (8:00AM-13:59PM) and buy a cup of coffee, when you
witness the tip fall use Lie: Shrug. Increases your sin level and increases Katie’s
sin level to 10. You also obtain a pastry. 
4. Library- Offer your help to the girl studying and use Lie: Suggest “Story of O.”
5. University Entrance- Try to enter the University and use Lie: I am a new intern
and this is my first day. 

You’ll now have the points you need, but you can also take the time to introduce
yourself to Scarlett Jefferson, Lara Jewel, Joe Spencer, Vanessa Hadwin, and Rubi
Patterson in the Entrance Hall, as well as Professor Helen Coombs in the Herodot
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Return home and choose Learn from your portrait menu to earn the skills “Egg On”
and “Peeping”

GOAL: SPEAK WITH SCARLETT JEFFERSON AND FIND A WAY TO ALLOW THE PARTY

GOAL: GO TO LAYLA JEFFERSON AND ASK WHAT SHE WANTS TO LET YOU COME TO
THE PARTY

Room. There are also additional lies that will count towards your score that you
can take care of now. 

6. University Entrance- Try to give the pastry to Lara Jewel, and she’ll turn it
down. Then talk to her and use Lie: This pastry is fat-free. Increases your sin
level and increases Lara’s sin level to 10.
7. Graveyard Entrance- Introduce yourself to Wendy, then choose to prove you
are cool and use Lie: Rap. 
8. Keep talking to Wendy and ask what she’s cool at, then choose “Everyone can
make graffiti.” Meet Wendy at the bar after 21:00PM and choose “Make graffit.”
When confronted by Father Becker use Lie: I fucked my own sister. Increases your
sin level and also increases Father Becker’s sin level to 10 and Wendy’s sin level
to 10.

SPOILER

Meet Scarlett at the University after 10:00AM and ask about the party to learn
about Officer Olivia. Keep talking and choose “Have you no fear of God” to
increase her sin level to 10. Keep talking and choose Egg On: Bribe Olivia to
increase your sin level, increase Scarlett’s sin level to 30, and obtain a wad of
cash.

If you haven’t met Olivia, she can be found at Mid-South Crossroad from
11:00AM-5:59PM. Introduce yourself and talk to learn she is looking to combat
domestic violence. Go the Williams House at around 17:00PM and use Peep to see
their BDSM scene. Then find Olivia at Liberty Square and use Lie: Tell about the
Williams to increase Olivia’s sin level to 10.

The next day, visit Olivia at the Police Station between 8:00-10:59AM and choose
Egg On: Ask about the mission, which will increase her sin level to 30. Then use
Read Sins to find out about her desire to leave work early to watch movies. Meet
Olivia at the Mid-Eastern Crossroad after 20:00PM and choose Egg On: Let’s go
watch a movie, which will increase your sin level and increase Olivia’s sin level to
50.

Return to Scarlett at the University and tell her that Olivia allows the party to
complete this goal.

SPOILER

Meet Layla at the Seafront between 10:00AM-13:59PM. Chat, and then call her a
bitch to increase her sin level to 10. 
Return the following day and ask if you can come to the party. She’ll ask you to
find something to use against Emma Kingstone, but you’ll need a camera and for
that you’ll need to learn to steal.
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GOAL: TAKE ANN TO THE PARTY AND FIND OUT HOW TO FIRE IT UP

You will need to use your Egg On skills 3 more times to increase you badness
rating to 30 and learn to steal.

Return home and choose Learn from your portrait menu to earn the skill
“Thievery.”

SPOILER

1. Coxes Home, Inside- Talk to Chloe and use Egg On: Can Curt read to
increase your sin level and increase Chloe’s sin level to 30.
2. Library- Talk to Angela Colbert about her job and then use Egg On: Leave
earlier to increase your sin level and increase Angela’s sin level to 10.
3. Graveyard, Entrance- Talk to Wendy about her parents, then her dad’s
death, then her mother, and then use Egg On: I do not believe your mother is
such a whore to increase your sin level and increase Wendy’s sin level to 30. 

You’ll now have the points you need, but there are other opportunities to use
Egg On that you can take advantage of instead. 

4. Biker’s Camp- Examine the girl and then introduce yourself with
“Compliment the bike.” Sometimes it will turn out to just be a random girl,
but eventually you’ll meet Gina Blaze. Talk to her about herself and the camp
and then use Egg On: You are not like the other girls here to increase your
sin level and increase Gina’s sin level to 10.
5. Alberstone Home- Talk to Rose in the morning and use Egg On: Skip the
housework to increase your sin level and increase Rose’s sin level to 10.
6. Bar- Visit in the morning to find Conrad Jefferson present, and buy a cup of
coffee. Once he makes a scene talk to Katie and use Egg On: Spice his coffee
to increase your sin level and increase Katie’s sin level to 30.
7. University- Speak to Professor Quincy in the Pythagoras Room to learn
about the best students. Then talk to Joe about who’s the best and choose
Rubi Patterson to increase Joe’s sin level to 10. Later, at 16:00PM, meet Lara
and the park, then find Joe at the University and tell him to meet Lara at the
park. When he refuses, use Egg On: You are a bookworm to increase your sin
level and increase Joe’s sin level to 30.

SPOILER

Now that you can steal, go to the Kingstone home around 13:00PM. Spy on
the House until a guy appears. Examine and talk to him, then give him the
wad of cash in exchange for his badge. Enter the house and steal the figurine
of a monster from the living room to increase your sin level, then go to the
bedroom and steal the camera to raise your sin level again. 

Climb the lighthouse and spy on the Kingstone home at around 18:00PM to
get photos of Emma Kingstone. The next day, meet Layla at the seafront and
give her the photos to increase her sin level to 30 and secure yourself an
invite to the party.

SPOILER
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Return Home and use the Learn prompt on your Portrait Menu to earn the skill
“Drinking”

Meet Ann at home or the University (MF 13:00-15:59PM) and ask her to the
party. She’ll refuse but then you can use Egg On: Do no tell your mom to increase
her sin level to 10 and get her to agree. 

In order to complete the rest of this goal you’ll need to acquire the drinking skill,
which I’d recommend getting before your first trip to the party.

You’ll need to commit 3 more successful thefts to increase your badness rating to
40:

4. Talk to Rubi Patterson at the park or university about what she likes reading.
Talk to Angela at the Library about access to erotic book section, and find out
you’ll need a bribe. Go to the bar in the morning and buy a big pack of pastries.
Give them to Angela to increase her sin level to 30 and Rubi’s sin level to 10. Wait
until between 18:00-19:59 to find Rubi in the Library and ask her if she enjoys to
books, then use Egg On: Read Something Hotter, then ask if she found a book to
borrow, which will have you distract Angela while Rubi steals a book, increasing
Rubi’s sin level to 30. The next day, talk to Vanessa Hadwin in the University or
Park and ask why she is sad, and then about the gods to increase her sin level to
10. Then ask her if she worships any gods to find out she’s looking for an old
god’s token. Talk to Angela in the Library about the figurine, then go to Herodot
Room at the University and ask Helen Coombs about the figurine. Give Vanessa
the identified Dagon figurine to increase her sin level to 30. Read Vanessa’s sins
and talk to her about the supernatural, then talk to Norma about access to the old
books. Whether you lie or tell the truth she’ll say no, so ask Angela instead. She’ll
let you in, which will increase her sin level to 50. Finally, search the old section
and use steal on the witchcraft book to increase your sin level.

SPOILER

1. Biker’s Camp- Talk to Gina about joining a gang, then talk to Black Jack
about drinks before asking him about the race. Tell Gina about the
participants and she’ll ask you to sabotage Nessa’s bike. Go to the Dragon
Rider’s camp and use Steal: cut the wire to increase your sin level. Tell Gina
the news to get a scene of race and increase Gina’s sin level to 30.
2. Coxes Home, Inside- Use Read Sins on Chloe Cox to learn about a secret,
then us steal: open the curtain carefully on the curtains to increase your sin
level.
3. Bar- Visit in the morning when Conrad Jefferson is present and use steal
on the briefcase to get a porn journal.

SPOILER

Now that you can drink, meet Ann at her home at 20:00PM and choose to Go to
the Party. Once there, talk to Ann and tell her to relax to find out she doesn’t have
anything sexy to wear. Leave and head to the beach and wait until 22:00PM. Peep
on the Prositute and then steal her dress. Return to the party and give Ann the
dress to increase her sin level to 30. 

Talk to Shady Guy and ask him for a joint. Give it Ann to increase your sin level
and increase Ann’s sin level to 50. 
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GOAL: GET NORMA ROWBOTTOM SACKED

GOAL: SUBVERT ANGELA COLBERT TO MAXIMUM

Read Ann’s sins and the use Induce to Sin: Lust to increase her sin level to 70 and
complete the goal.

SPOILER

Go to the Library and ask Angela to tell you about Norma. If you haven’t yet,
you’ll need to corrupt her to 50 following Rubi and then Vanessa’s paths. 

Go to the bar at 19:00PM and buy a bottle of Vodka, then go to the party at the
Jefferson’s house after 20:00PM and go to Conrad and Isabel’s room, where you
can search Isabel for a bottle of sleeping pills. Finally, go to the Library after
21:00PM and use these two ingredients to compromise Norma and quickly
complete this goal. You will also increase your sin level, and Angela’s sin level will
increase to 70 the following morning.

SPOILER

Go to the Library and use Read Sins on Angela to discover she’s obsessed with
Rubi. You will now need to subvert Rubi Patterson to Maximum before you can use
her to finish Angela. 

Go to the University at 10:00AM and give the witchcraft book to Vanessa Hadwin,
and she’ll ask you to find two other girls interested in a witchcraft ritual. Talk to
Rubi Patterson and Lara Jewel, who will also be present, and they will both agree.
Tell Vanessa and she’ll ask you to bring Lara to her at 21:00. 

Go to Lara’s Home at that time and choose “Meet Vanessa and Rubi.” You will
have the opportunity to follow them for a scene if you can find Vanessa’s home in
time.

Following the scene, Vanessa and Rubi’s sin levels will increase to 50 and Lara’s
sin level will increase to 30. 

Find Rubi in the park the next morning and use Read Sins, then use Induce to
Sin: Lust to get her to enjoy herself and increase her sin level to 70. 

SPOILER

From the screen you start on, examine the unknown street. One of the
fountains will be a lion’s head (which one is random), and you should go in
the direction it indicates. If you were right you will come to a wall with graffiti
of a rat. The rats tail points in the direction you need to go (from the
perspective that the character sees, meaning if you went left or right first the
tail will indicate north or south. It also seems to be following the thumbnail
sized image in the examinable window rather than the image in the text box).
If you’ve gone the right way again, you should be able to examine the street
and see that one of the houses has a foo dog statue (looks a lot like a lion) in
front. Peep on this house to view the scene.
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Talk to her again and ask how’s she’s doing and she’ll ask you to find ambergris.
You can return home and search your internet for ambergris, which is at your
local museum. In order to get it, you will need to develop your skills a couple
levels to unlock burglary. 

First you will need to reach sin level 50 so you can unlock Fighting.

You will need to employ your drinking skills 3 more times to reach level 50:

Return home and use the Learn prompt on your Portrait Menu to earn the skill
“Fighting”

Then you’ll need to use your Fighting skills to increase your sin level to 60 and
unlock burglary.

You will need to successfully fight 5 times to reach level 60, and getting all five
fights will take you through a few side characters paths:

Return home and use the Learn prompt on your Portrait Menu to earn the skill
“Burglary”

SPOILER

1. Return to the party at the Jefferson home and walk around until you are
invited to join a drinking contest. Choose whichever girl you like and during
the contest choose Vodka-Tequia-Gin-Absinthe to win. Girls 1 and 3 will strip
for you if you behave yourself, while Girl 5 will have sex with you if you
misbehave. For winning your sin level will increase.
2. Also at the party, talk to Layla Jefferson and choose “Let’s Drink,” then
choose For the Cool Party-For You-Let the Kingstone bitch burn-For good sex-
For the Queen of the Party to increase your sin level and increase Layla’s sin
level to 50. While at the bathroom, choose “press handle harder” to learn
something important about one of the party guests. While you’re here, use
Read Sins on Layla, then use Egg On: Who’s the best sucker to increase
Layla’s sin level to 70.
3. Bar- At night after 21:00PM head to the bar to find Wendy. Save your
game and then challenge her at darts. Beat her to increase your sin level and
increase Wendy’s sin level to 50.

SPOILER

1. Farm- When accosted, choose “Wait while the leader turns away and then
hit him hard.”
2. Biker’s Camp- Try and enter the Unruly’s Camp, and Try to Pass the guard.
3. Bar- At night, buy a bottle of alcohol and leave the bar with it. Walk around
until you are accosted by a thug, and use Lie: Distract the guy, then smash
the bottle on his head.
4. Beach- Find the guy playing with his drone and ask if you can play with it.
When he refuses, punch him in the solar plexus to increase your sin level and
get the drone for later.
5. Find Layla at the seafront and chat to find out she believes her phone was
stolen. Investigate the suspects (Ann, Rubi, and Creig) and when talking to
Creig, you’ll end up in a fight.
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GOAL: SUBVERT RUBI, ANN, SCARLETT, VANESSA, LARA, JOE, AND WENDY. THEN
FUCK RUBI AT THE UNI

Rubi is done, but that’s quite a few characters to finish off.

Subverting Vanessa Hadwin

Subverting Ann Alberstone

Now that you can burgle, take a guided tour of the museum to see the position of
the ambergris, ambroxide, and cameras. Then return after 21:00PM, save your
game, and burgle the museum.

You will receive a sin level increase for this first burglary. Then, burgle the
museum again.

The next morning, find Rubi at the Deeper Park and tell her you found the
ambergris, but say no when she asks you to give it to her. Return to the Deeper
Park at 16:00 and talk to Rubi, who will take you to her house. Choose not to give
her the ambergris, and then use the ambroxide instead. Rubi’s spell will fail but
her sin level will increase to 100.

Finally, meet Rubi at the Library at 18:00 and use Cast: Irresistable Lust to have
her seduce Angela and raise Angela’s sin level to 100, completing your goal.

SPOILER

For the ambergris: North > West [Search] [Wait] > North > North > East
[Click on Ambergris in Room Object list and choose take] > West > South
[Search] > South > East > South > Out

SPOILER

For the ambroxide: North > East > East > South > West [Search-You will
take Ambroxide] > East > North > West > West > South > Out

SPOILER

Find Vanessa at the University Sports Ground at 16:00PM and talk to her about
how the ritual went. Then use Read Sins followed by Induce to Sin: Lust to have
her seduce an assistant coach and increase her sin level to 70. 

Chat with her again, then read her sins, and meet her at the Park at 19:00PM.
Talk to her and then choose Follow- Search for Vanessa- Wait to have her fake
spell do nothing but increase her sin level to 100.

SPOILER

Talk to Ann to find out that after the party she failed an exam. Go to the
Pythagoras Room at the University and Read the sins of Quincy Robson. Talk to
Ann and tell her “There’s a way,” and then use Egg On: Blowjob for Quincy to
increase her sin level to 100.
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Subverting Joe Spencer

Subverting Scarlett Jefferson

Subverting Wendy

SPOILER

Talk to Joe in the University at 10:00AM to find out that he also failed a test. Use
burglary to get into the Linnaeus Room, increasing your sin level. Tell Joe about
the unlocked door to increase his sin level to 50.

Use Read Sins on both Joe and Lara Jewel. Then go to the Jewel’s Home at around
19:00PM and Peep to see a scene of the couple getting…intimate, which will
increase Joe’s sin level to 70 and Lara’s sin level to 50.

Find Joe at the University Sports Ground the next morning between 8:00-9:59AM.
Peep on the locker room, and when Joe notices, tell him the truth. Peep again for
a scene where Joe takes the bait and his sin level increases to 100.

SPOILER

Use Read Sins on Scarlett to learn that Ann made an impression on her at the
party. Talk to Ann about meeting Scarlett, and then at 16:00PM use “Go to
Jeffersons” with Ann, where a scene will occur and Scarlett’s sin level will increase
to 50. 

Talk to Scarlett to learn that her next target is Joe Spencer. Talk to Joe and use all
the options for trying to get him to visit Scarlett, which will all fail. Return to
Scarlett and talk about Joe to come up with one more option. Wait until a time
when Scarlett is at home and talk to Joe. Tell him to fix her computer for money,
which will lead to a scene that raises Scarlett’s sin level to 70.

Finally, find Scarlett and show her the pictures of her and Joe. The use Induce to
Sin: Pride on Scarlett to cause her to send the photos to Lara, increasing her sin
level to 100.

SPOILER

Talk to Wendy and ask her about her drug dealer. When she refuses to answer,
find Olivia and tell her about the dealer. The two of you try, and fail, to capture
him, leading to a scene where Olivia is forced to degrade herself, which increases
her sin level to 70. You also get a ski mask which will be helpful later.

Talk to Wendy about the dealer again and she’ll lie to you, increasing her sin level
to 70.

Read Wendy’s sins to find out she’s in money trouble. Offer to help her with her
problem to find out you need to steal an expensive phone from the supermarket.
Meet Rose when she’s at the supermarket and ask her about a job. Work a shift at
the supermarket to learn the info you need. Meet Wendy at the bar after 23:00
and choose “go for burglary.” You need to find the right box within 3 tries:
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Subverting Lara Jewel

Finally, with all the pieces in place, go to the University at 10:00AM and cast
irresistible lust on Rubi to complete your goal… or not. 

GOAL: SUBVERT FATHER BECKER TO MAXIMUM

You find the phone but are caught. Use Induce to Sin: Lust on Wendy to have her
distract the guard and increase her sin level to 100.

SPOILER

Open Row B > Open Shelf B-I > Check the third box down

SPOILER

Talk to Lara at the University or her home after Joe cheats with Scarlett and use
Egg On: Come to drink a cup of tea with sweets to have her ask for alcohol
instead. Buy a bottle of rum from the Bar and give it to Lara at her home in the
evening while she’s alone. She’ll get wild and increase her sin level to 70.

Try and buy another bottle of rum and Katie Jewel will refuse to sell you anything.
You’ll need to corrupt her futher to proceed. Read Katie’s sins to find out she’s
attracted to Lara, then give her the porn journal you stole earlier. Go to the Jewel
Home around 15:00PM and Peep on Katie pleasuring herself, which increases her
sin level to 50.

Talk to Katie and tell her that you know about her feelings for Lara. Go to the
Jewel Home when both sisters are there (16:00-18:59PM) and Peep until you can
take pictures of Katie. Show the pictures to Katie at the Bar to get her to sell you
alcohol again. 

Buy a bottle of Rum and take it to the Jewel Home after 21:00PM. Play Truth or
Dare with Katie and choose the right options:

Get it right and you’ll get a scene with Lara’s new beau, and her sin level will
increase to 100.

SPOILER

More than 20 > Did you sleep with Joe > Experience > Why are you a virgin
still > a free woman > what are you dreaming about while you masturbate

SPOILER

Listen to Becker’s sermon to find out he hates pranks. You should have the drone
from the beach, now go to the Jefferson Home and burgle your way into Layla’s
room, which will increase your sin level. Search her wardrobe and take the Dildo,
complete your machine. Return to the University and prank Father Becker, causing
him to lose his cool and increase his sin level to 30.

Now meet Becker at the bar in the evening and ask why he’s not preaching
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AFTERPARTY: FINISHING UP THE REMAINING GIRLS

Subverting Rose Alberstone

Subverting Katie Jewel

Subverting Olivia Osbourne

anymore. Buy him a beer, then a whiskey, then another beer to get him drunk.
He’ll give a unique sermon that will increase his sin level to 50.

The next day between 16:00-18:59PM, find Wendy at the graveyard and tell her
to “Go and confess sins.” Her confession will cause Becker’s sin level to increase to
70.

Finally, find Angela at the Library during the same time window and have her go
confess as well. Her confession will cause Becker’s sin level to increase to 100,
completing the goal.

SPOILER

Search the Library to find a sex manual, then hide it in Ann’s wardrobe in her
room at the Alberstone Home. Talk to Rose and use Egg On: Tell Rose about a
book in Ann’s wardrobe. She’ll get angry and her sin level will increase to 50.

Read Rose’s sins to find out about her interest, then go to the supermarket while
she is at work (12:00-13:59PM) and use Induce to Sin: Stealing. Rose will take a
DVD and her sin level will increase to 70.

Peep on the Alberstone Home when Rose is home alone (14:00-15:59PM)to see
her enjoy the DVD. From the location search thumbnail, cast Induce to Sin: Lust,
which will push her over the edge and increase her sin level to 100.

SPOILER

Visit Katie at the bar and talk to her about Lara, then use Induce to Sin: Anger to
have her ask you to teach Joe a lesson. Find Joe in the Park between 19:00-
20:59PM and choose “Beat Him,” which will increase Katie’s sin level to 70. 

Go to the Jewel home when both sisters are there (16:00-18:59PM) and cast
Irresistible Lust on Lara. The following threesome will increase Katie’s sin level to
100.

SPOILER

Spy on Wendy until you can follow her to Abandoned House. Peep on the house to
spot Wendy and the dealer, then cast Irresistible Lust on Wendy from the location
search thumbnail to get the drop on the dealer. Enjoy Wendy or not before Olivia
arrives, where her reaction to the dealer will increase her sin level to 100.
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Subverting Layla Jefferson

Subverting Gina Blaze

Subverting Dada Blake

SPOILER

Ask Scarlett Jefferson about Layla’s phone, then go to the Jefferson Home and
burgle your into Scarlett’s room. Search the wardrobe and take Layla’s phone,
then return it to Layla. She’ll reward you with a scene that will increase her sin
level to 100.

SPOILER

Go to the Biker’s Camp and read Gina’s sins to find out a little about her past. Use
your camera to take Gina’s picture. Go to the University’s Teacher’s Room and
show the picture to Xavier Bryson. After, show it to Katie at the bar, and finally to
Angela at the Library. Return to the Biker’s Camp and ask Gina about her father,
causing her to lie and increase her sin level to 50.

Ask Gina what she will do now to be asked to help gather intelligence. Go to the
Dragon Rider’s camp and introduce yourself to Nessa with “when you shut up and
stop playing a bitch.” Ask Nessa what she thinks about Gina. Return to the main
camp and ask Black Jack what he thinks of Gina, then tell Gina about Black Jack’s
offer. Wait until 19:00PM and find Gina in the Dragon Rider’s camp. Use Induce to
Sin: Anger to get Gina to show her gratitude to Black Jack and increase her sin
level to 70.

Return to the Biker’s Camp the next day to be confronted by Maryam, aka Mother.
She’ll offer to help Gina if you can find out more about her. Go to Angela at the
Library and ask about Gina to find out about the past and Gina’s preferences.
Report back to Maryam at the Immortals Biker camp and she’ll ask you to set up
some proof of your claims. Talk to Katie at the Bar about seducing Gina, then talk
to Gina when Katie is at home (14:00-18:59PM) and have her visit Katie. The
resulting scene will increase Gina’s sin level to 100.

SPOILER

Go inside the Graveyard from 10:00AM-18:50PM to find Dada. Introduce yourself
and use Lie: I came to visit an old friend of mine. When Dada asks who, you need
to name her fiancé. You can check the graves to find a male (fiancé) who died
recently and was young.

Doing so earns Dada’s trust and you can ask her about the funeral, and the
eulogy (final speech by the priest). Asking this will cause Dada to get angry at the

SPOILER

Andrew Brown
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Return Home and choose the Learn prompt from the Portrait Menu to acquire the skill
“Advanced Sex,” which you need to corrupt the final three ladies. 

Subverting Chloe Cox

church, raising her sin level to 10. You then offer to perform a eulogy yourself, if
you can find priest’s clothes and a bible.

Go to the church at 12:00PM and go to the backyard, where you can steal the
clothes from the drying line. Wait until 16:00 and confess your sins, using Egg
On: I do not know how to believe to receive a free bible. Bring the items to the
Graveyard and talk to Dada about giving her dead man what he deserves. The
non-sanctioned eulogy will increase Dada’s sin level to 30.

Read Dada’s sins to find out what she wants, then go to the bar and buy the
bottle of vodka. Bring Dada the bottle and try and get her drunk enough to talk,
but find out that even with you drinking skills she can outdrink you. The next day,
go to the Abandoned Home and find some drug pills on the floor from the dealer
you caught. Get another bottle of vodka and while drinking with Dada, wait until
you can add a pill to the bottle itself. You’ll find out about Dada’s past job, her
fiance’s death, and increase her sin level to 50.

Meet Dada at 10:00AM and ask her how she will live now. She will detail a plan to
have you break in to her old office and steal some incriminating files. When you’re
ready, talk to Dada and choose Go to Jeffersons Company. Navigate your way
through the offices and find the files you need.

When you return with Dada her sin level will increase to 70.

Finally, return to the graveyard, Read Dada’s sins, and use Induce to Sin: Lust to
increase her sin level to 100.
At this point, you should have a sin level of 70.

SPOILER

1. Wait until 12:00PM, then Burgle your way into the HR Office. Enter the
computer and use the password ConradIsDick.
2. Still during the 12:00PM hour, Burgle into the IT Office, which will give you
a sin level increase. Use the router and choose to remove the Secretary’s
computer wire. Pick up the phone when it rings and ask for her credentials.
She’ll give you her password: SuckItYourself
3. At 13:00PM, Burgle into the Secretary’s Office, enter her computer with
the password you obtained and read her emails.
4. Burgle into the Boss’s Office and rummage through his wardrobe to change
into a nice suit.
5. Return to the Secretary’s Office and use her computer to send an email to
the HR manager.
6. Go to the HR Office and talk to Elli, choosing “Fuck it Bitch, Come Here,” to
get a scene and the evidence you need. 
7. Leave the office

SPOILER
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Subverting Rachel Hollinse

As of Version 0.55, the level up for Advanced Sex is set at only 2 sins required, even

Peep on Chloe around 14:00PM to find out she uses her computer in a special
way. The next day at the same time, attach cans to Buffi to get Chloe out of the
house, then immediately Burgle your way inside. Check the laptop’s browser
history to learn about Chloe’s BDSM site. Return home and log into the site from
your computer. Introduce yourself to LonlyC with a polite hello. Choose Simple
chat, then ask her preferences, and finally begin an action:

During the session her sin level will increase to 50. The following day, around
14:00PM, log back on for another session:

This session will increase her sin level to 70. The next day, have one more session
identical to the actions of the first day. Note: for some reason I’ve had trouble
triggering the full session rather than just a repeat of the first, but starting the
session at 13:00PM seemed to do the trick. This will bring you a scene that
increases Chloe’s sin level to 100. You’ll also receive a sin level increase for your
use of advanced sex.

SPOILER

Start with Submission, then use her, then fuck her brains out, and finally
intensive play.

SPOILER

Hello, start an action, submission, use her, fuck her brain out, call her a bitch.

SPOILER

Find Rachel in the park from 8:00-9:59AM. Examine her to find out what mood
she’s in. If she’s in a bad mood, talk to her and select GO-Go-Go! She’ll get mad
and increase her sin level to 10.

The next day, meet her at the Bar at 19:00PM, where she should be in a good
mood. Ask her if she fancies a drink to get drunk and increase her sin level to 30.

You’ll have to skip the following day when she’s in a bad mood. Meet her in the
park when she’s in a good mood and use Egg On: Tell the boss about the
Facebook page to unleash her envy and increase her sin level to 50. 

Read her sins to find out about a secret she keeps at home. Burgle into her home
between 16:00-18:59PM to find her in a compromising position, and choose to
abuse her. Her sin level will increase to 70, and your sin level will increase for the
use of advanced sex.

Burgle into her home the next day during the same timeframe and abuse her
again to increase her sin level to 100.
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on normal mode, so you can go home and click Learn on your portrait menu to earn
the skill Cheating.

Subverting Reanna Willson

SPOILER

Go to the Williams Home after 20:00PM and introduce yourself to Reanna.
Apologize for the previous misunderstanding to receive an invitation to watch her
again. Peep on them around 17:00PM for a scene that will increase Reanna’s sin
level to 10. 

Talk to Reanna and use Egg On: Would you like to go for a drink with me. She’ll
invite the hubby. Talk to Reanna after 20:00PM and choose “Go to Bar.” When
stalling Ted, ask how he met Reanna to hear a clue about a song they loved. Fail
three times at trying to drink like him and then name the right song to continue
stalling him:

Afterwards you’ll get a scene where you find out what Reanna was up to in the
bathroom, which will increase her sin level to 30.

Return the next evening and show Ted your photos of Reanna. He won’t believe
you, but Reanna’s lying will increase her sin level to 50. Unfortunately, you’ll be
kicked out of the house and not invited back.

Come back to the Williams Home the following day and use burglary while Reanna
is home alone (8:00-9:59PM). Burgle again to get upstairs, and read Reanna’s
sins. You’ll get some useful intel on Reanna. Afterwards search her clothes to find
a small key. Exit the home and wait until Reanna goes to work (10:00AM-
15:59PM). Burgle your way back to the bedroom and open the wardrobe to find a
box. Open the box with the key. You’ll get more intel and find out the Ted is
leaving for a business trip. The next day, burgle in between 8:00-9:59AM and
kidnap Reanna.

At the abandoned house, question Reanna for a scene that establishes her
resistance, increases her sin level to 70, and increases your sin level for the use
of advanced sex.

You will now need to use a combination of teasing, abuse, and questioning to
break Reanna’s resistance over the course of several days.

Once she’s broken, you will use her phone to contact Ted. Go to the Williams
Home after 16:00PM and choose to Bring Ted to Reanna. The following scene will

SPOILER

Yellow Submarine

SPOILER

You can simply tease her in the morning and leave her unfulfilled. After the
third tease, she will be ready to give in.
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Subverting Tessa Clayton

raise Reanna’s sin level to 100, and give you another sin level increase for
advanced sex.

SPOILER

Once you’ve opened up the Linneaus Room during the process of corrupting Joe,
return here to meet a new professor, Tessa Clayton. Introduce yourself and use
the various chat options and you’ll offer to play spy for her to find out what the
students think about her. Each of the students in the entrance hall will have a
different, but it is

that will upset Tessa to the point she shows her pride, increasing her sin level to
10. 

She’ll then ask you to investigate crude drawings that appear in her classroom
before she arrives at 10:00AM. Come to the Linneaus Room before then and
choose to Hide, and you’ll catch the culprit in the act. Report this to Tessa, wait
until the next day, and meet her to find out her confrontation didn’t go so well.
You’ll need to set up Craig to get caught breaking a major rule.

so ask her to seduce him so Tessa can catch them in the act and get angry,
increasing her sin to level 30. 

The next day, visit Tessa and read her sins to discover she’s hesitant to make a
report, and then use Egg On: Keeping Creig as an obedient student is more
beneficial. She’ll decide to disobey her superiors and follow your advice,
increasing her sin level to 50.

Read her sins again to find out she wants some adventure, and then visit her in
her office after 19:00PM. Use Egg On: Let’s go for a drink, and she’ll challenge
you to a game with the date on the line. You’ll play draughts (also known as
checkers), though you won’t actually get to control every move. You can choose
between advancing or defending, and also choose to distract Tessa, which opens
up a very brief time to use your new cheating skill on either the board or captured
pieces in the Room Objects window. The following formula resulted in a win in
multiple games I tried, so hopefully it works for everyone.

SPOILER

Rubi’s opinion of “too young”

SPOILER

Rubi is once again the right choice

SPOILER

Play White, Advance, Ask about Award, Captured Pieces-Take a White Piece,
Board-Remove a Black Piece, Defend, Drop a Piece, Board-Put a White Piece
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You’ll be at sin level 90, so choose Learn on your portrait menu to pick up the skill
Forgery.

Subverting Helen Coombs

When you win you’ll hit the bar and Tessa’s sin level will rise to 70. Your sin level
will jump to 90, in this version anyway, as this is your only opportunity to cheat.
The next day visit Tessa and read her sins to discover her specific fantasy. Now
you need to recreate it to finish off her corruption

The go to the Seafront at 20:00PM, examine and chat with Marge the Prostitute to
invite her to the Bar. Then go invite Tessa, choose Go to Bar on her options, and
enjoy the scene as Tessa’s sin level reaches 100.

on the Board, Captured Pieces-Take a Black Piece, Advance, Touch her leg,
Board-Remove a White Piece, Advance

SPOILER

Look for the Hpnotiq at the bar and then the supermarket, and a woman
you’ve seen before, Wendy’s mother, will approach you. You should remember
her favored activities from Wendy’s route, so tell her “I’ll fuck you like a
worthless whore” to convince her to give you the goods, and the bottle. Her
sin level will increase to 10 but that’s as far as she can go in this version.

SPOILER

Go to the Herodot Room and use Examine on the thumbnail, then examine the
vase, award, and papers. Ask Helen about the award and she’ll reveal her envy
for her coauthors and increase her sin level to 10. 

She also mentions that she’d really like a stature currently in the possession of
the Jeffersons. Visit Conrad at the Bar in the morning but he won’t be amiable to
parting with it, so use one of your other skills

Bring the figurine to Helen to increase her sin level to 30. 

Now you’ll need to wait several days, checking with her each day as she writes
her paper, until she tells you it’s ready to submit. Find a way to sabotage her.

SPOILER

Burgle your way into Layla’s room and take it. Astarte should be the second
figurine, or the white statue if the placement is random

SPOILER

Go to her office, make a copy of the papers, go home, click on your laptop
and report plagiarism
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You should now have 18 ladies and 2 men completely corrupted, and a sin level of 90.

Check back with Helen and she’ll be livid, increasing her sin level to 50. 

Go home and use the internet to search for “Helen Coombs,” without the
quotations. You get pretty standard info, but you might also see an incoming
Email on your computer. It provides a hint for refining your search

This gives you some new insights about Helen and a connection to Annabelle
Jordan, Wendy’s mother. Find Annabelle in the morning at the Supermarket and
talk to her about Helen, then choose to bring her to Helen forcing Professor
Coombs to lie and increase her sin level to 70. 

Track down Helen and use Read Sins for info, than meet with Annabelle to hatch a
plan.

If you did everything correctly, visit Annabelle the next morning to get replica
pills. Go to Helen’s office, switch them in her handbag, and Induce her to Sin:
Lust. Repeat this process for a few days until she’s ready, then visit her at the
University and Induce to Sin: Lust once more to call her Annabelle and get Helen
to 100 corruption.

SPOILER

The nickname Nellie, from Maria’s email, and UniTor, Helen’s undergraduate
university, are bolded, so search for Nellie UniTor

SPOILER

Visit Helen when she’s at the University and use Lie: Bryson asked for you so
she’ll drop her handbag. You have a brief time window to search the bag in
the Room Objects menu. The secondary pocket has the pills but you can’t
take them, but the inner pocket has the prescription. You’ll then return to
Annabelle and need to tell her the name of the pills (Armentadoln),
prescribing Dr. (Amberson) and signature (2) to attempt to forge the
prescription.


